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" ,ABSTRACT

• Safety and suitabilityobjectives for the applicationof the In Situ

Vitrification(ISV) technologyat the INEL requirethat the physicalprocesses

involvedin ISV be modeled to determine their operationalbehavior. The

mathematicalmodels that have been determinedto address the modeling needs

adequatelyfor the ISV analysispackage are detailedelsewhere. The present

report is concernedwith the models required for simulatingthe reacting flow

that occurs in the ISV confinementhood. An experimentalcode named COYOTE

has been secured that appearsadequateto model the combustionin the

confinementhood.

The COYOTE code is a two-dimensional,transient,compressible,Eulerian,

gas dynamics code for modelingreactive flows, lt recognizesnonuniform

Cartesianand cylindricalgeometry and is based on the ICE (Implicit

Continuous-fluidEulerian)family of solutionmethods, lt includesmodelsfor

chemicalreactionsbased on chemical kineticsas well as equilibrium

chemistry. The mathematicalmodels contained in COYOTE, their discrete

analogs,the solutionprocedure,code structureand some test problems are

presentedin the report.
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. NOMENCLATURE

. S.ymbol. Description of Symbol

a,b,c,d,e coefficients

A coefficient

c molar concentration

Cp heat capacity at constant pressure
D diffusion coefficient

E activationenergy

fi body force vector

g gravitational acceleration

.G rate of generation of species

h heat transfer coefficient

H specific enthalpy

Ji diffusional mass flux vector

" k thermal, conductivity

k' reaction rate coefficient

" Kc concentration equilibrium coefficient
m mass

ij
nk vector normal to surfaceI_ij,pointing from _ to nj

p pressure

qi heat flux vector

Q chemical heat source

r reaction rate

R universalgas constant

t time

T temperature

, ui velocity vector

U internal energy

W molecular weight

xi pos i ti on vector

Yi mole fraction of species i

Z generic chemical symbol
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Greek

6ii unit tensor

A increment

emissivity

coefficient

r/ heat of format ion

_ dynamic viscosity

_2 second coefficient of viscosity

p ,density

o.. stress tensortj

_. pressure iteration parameter

r.. deviatoric stress tensor
tj

to boundary mass fluxes

3D region

w

Mathematical

V del operator

forward and backward reactions

u union (combined with)

• double tensorial contraction

Subscripts

b backward (reaction)

f forward (reaction)

i vector quantity

ij 2nd rank tensor

r reaction r
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- Superscripts

c convective component

. k species

n time level

R, radiation component

s surface (ground)

T matrix transpose

Overl ines

^ approximate value

• time derivative
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" I. INTRODUCTION

" Application of In Situ Vitrification (ISV) technology to the INEL for

remediation of buried wastes requires that safety and process suitability

concerns be adequately addressed, lt has been determined that the key

physical processes involved in ISV must be simulated to help resolve the

issues of safety and process applicability I. One of these processes is the

flow and combustion of off-gases from the melt as they enter the ISV

confinement hood. For this process, it is necessary to model the mass and

momentumtransport, chemical kinetics, thermodynamics, possible effects of

turbulence, and potential for explosions I of off-gases in the confinement

hood. The various models that address these physical phenomena are detailed
in Reference 2.

Two combustion codes that have been made available for use at the INEL

and have undergone initial screening z are the COYOTEs and KIVA4 codes. COYOTE

is an experimental code, still under development, written to provide a vehicle
l

for testing new methods and models for reacting flows, lc is simpler to work

with than the large, 3D, general mesh code KIVA, which is designed to simulate

the complex reacting flow in an internal combustion cylinder. COYOTEuses

methods and models from KIVA and other earlier codes (SOLA-ICE5) that have

been in use for a number of years. Since KIVA violates some of the screening

requirements described in Reference 2, the preliminary choice for simulating

flow and combustion in the ISV confinement hood is the COYOTEcode. COYOTE

appears to meet most of the process modeling requirements z, although it is

less mature and not as well documented as KIVA.

\

• As the preliminary choice to model the flow and combustion in the ISV

confinement hood, COYOTEhas been examined and tested against some simple

. verification problems to help determine its suitability for the ISV program

objectives. The objectives of the present report are to detail the iJdels,

numerical methods, and solution techniques used in COYOTEfor modeling flow

and combustion; additional objectives include presenting the results of

verification tests and the configuration for a sample ISV hood simulation
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performedwith COYOTE. While a descriptionof the models and numerics used in

COYOTE is given in Reference3, those that pertain to flow and combustion in

the ISV confinementhood are reproducedhere to incorporateISV analysis

nomenclatureI and for reader convenience.

The solutionmethod used in COYOTE belongsto a family of solution

methodsdubbed the ICE (ImplicitContinuous-fluidEulerian)family of methods.

The ICE method is actually semi-implicit,since the pressure and momentum

divergenceare determined implicitlywhile all other quantitiesare determined

explicitly. This group of methods is designed to handlea wide range of flow

speeds from incompressibleto compressibleflow.

The numericaldiscretizationscheme in COYOTE is based on finite-

differencesand provides for any combinationof centered-differencing,

upwinding,or interpolateddonor-celldifferencing(a convectiondetermined

mix of centered-differencingand upwinding)for th convection terms in the

Navier-Stokes,energy, and speciesdiffusionequations. The marker and cell

(MAC) method (staggeredgrid) is used to enhancenumericalstability.

COYOTE is a multicomponentflow code that can handle as many specips as

needed. Thermodynamicpropertiesare either determinedfrom the JANAF6'7

tables or from an equationof state. The ideal gas law equationof state is

currentlybuilt into the code as well as the JANAF data for a dozen common

reactive species. The chemistrymodels built into COYOTE allow treatment

using standardchemical kineticsfor relativelyslow reactionsand equilibrium

chemistryfor relativelyfast reactions.

The speciestransportequationemploys Fick's law and further assumes

that the diffusioncoefficientis a constant for all species interactions.

The energy equation includesthe effectsof heat flux from conduction and mass

diffusion, but not from radiation. However, radiationheat transfer to the

confinementhood environmentfrom the off-gasesentering the hood may be

importantand will be consideredfor additionto the combustioncode in future

developmentof the code.
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" Boundary conditionsare menu-selectablefrom a standardset. The

original set has been enhanced,however,to accommodatethe inlet and exhaust

• ports on the ISV confinementhood.

This document describes the models and numerical methods incorporated in

COYOTEthat are pertinent to combustion in the ISV confinement hood.

Section 2 describes the physical and chemical models that are contained in the

code. Section 3 outlines the numerical methods used to represent and solve

the physical models. Section 4 details the structure and logistics of the

code. Finally, Section 5 reports verification tests made to verify some of

the COYOTEmodels and the configuration of a sample combustion problem in the

ISV hood which is animated and available on videocassette.
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2. MATHEMATICALMODELS

b

The mathematicalmodels employed in COYOTE to representflow, energy

transfer,and chemicalreactionsare presentedin this section. The boundary

conditionsthat are availablefor the dependentmodel variablesare also

described.

2.1 GoverningEquations

The flow, heat transfer,and combustionprocessesmodeled in COYOTE are

based on the _.JmpressibleNavier-Stokesequationsfor a mixtureof gases in

Euleriancoordinates3.

The conservat,unof mass or mass transportfor each speciesk is

representedby

aPk+v •(pku )-- + (I)
at

where pk i_ the .speciesdensity u_ is the averagemixture velocity jk is the

diffusionalmass flux vector of species k, and Gk is the rate of change of

speciesk due to chemical reaction. The diffusionalflux is a complicated

functionwhich in general dependson pressuregradient,temperaturegradient,

body force_and the concentrationgradientsof other species pre_entin the

systemB. However, since the only body force present is gravity, the body

force term is identicallyzero while the dependencieson pressureand

temperaturegradientsare neglected. The expressionused for the diffusional

flux in COYOTE is a simplifiedversionof FiLk's Law:

li = -pDV
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- where D is the diffusionco_.'_icient(assumedto be independentof species)

and p is the total density.

Upon summing (I) over all'speciespresent,the continuityequation is

obtained"

a--EP+ V'(PUl)-. O. (3)at

The momentumtransport (Navier-Stokes) equations employed in COYOTEare

represented by

apu_
+ V . (pu,uj) : pg,- Vp- V._II (4)at

where p is the pressure, and gi the acceleration due to gravity. The

• deviatoric stress tensor rij is given by

• =,- + (vu,) - •u,)a, (s)

where _ is the dynamic viscosity,#_2the secondcoefficientof viscosity,and

6_jthe unit tensor. Eithera constantvalue for the kinematicviscosityvo

may be input by the user (1_ij= PijVo)or the user may choose to use the

Sutherlandformula3 for the temperaturevariationfor air, _ = 1.457 x 10.5x

[T3/2/(T+ 110)],where T is in Kelvins.

COYOTE incorporatestwo turbulencemodels, ie. the k-s and a sub-grid

scale (SGS) eddy viscositymodels. Since it has not been determinedthat

• turbulencewill need to be modeled, a discussionof the above models will not

be given. Reference3 gives an accountof the two turbulencemodels as well

. as the turbulentboundary conditionsavailablein COYOTE.
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Energy conservation is expressed in terms of the specific internal

energy as

apU + _.(puiU) = -pV.u_- _u'Vul- V.qi + _kGk (6)
c_t k

where U is the internalenergy and _k is the heat of formationfor speciesk.

The heat flux vector qi in the energy equation (6) is approximatedby

k

q, = -kVT + _ Hkji (1)
k

where k is the mixture thermal conductivity, T is the temperature, and Hk is

the specific enthalpy of species k. The contribution of radiation heat

transfer to the energy equation is negl ;cted in COYOTE.

The equationof state is based on the ideal gas law and given by the sum
o

of partial pressuresfor each species"

P - _ RpkT (8) "
k W k

where R is the universal gas constant, Wk is the molecular weight of species

k, and 1 is the absolute temperature.

The mixture internal energy is given by

pU = _ pkUk(T) (g)
k

where the speciesinternalenergy Uk is linearly interpolatedfrom data

provided in the JANAF6'7tables for speciesenthalpy.

Chemical reactionsoccurringduring the combustionprocess are

representedby

kZk kZka r -* _ br (10)
k k
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" where the symbol - indicatesboth forwardand backward reactions,Zk

k and krepresentsthe chemicalsymbol for speciesk, and ar br are the

• stoichiometriccoefficientsfor the rth reaction. The rate of change GR of

species k appearingin the speciescontinuityequation is representedby

k k) rrGk = wk_ (br - Br (11)
r

where r r is the rate of reaction of the rth reaction.

The reactionmay be either an equilibriumreactionwhere the forward

rate of reaction is equal to the backwardrate, or a kinetic reactienwhere

the rates are not equal. In the latter case, the net reaction rate is given
by

i t
r [

rr kfr I-I pk ak" - kbr II bk
. k k k) (12)

w s

where kfr and k_r are forward and backwardreaction coefficientsfor reaction
" k' k'

r and the exponentsar and b. are reactionordprs. A generalizedArrhenius

_orm is used for the forward and backwardrate coefficients.

I

kfr - AfrT('r e (-F-'fr/RT) (]3)

i

kbr " AbrTCbre(-Ebr/RT) (14)

where Efrand Ebrare forward and backwardactivationenergies,respectively,

and Afr, Abr, Cfr,and (brare empiricalconstants. For equilibriumreactions,

the net reaction rate is zero. Equation (12)then becomes

t

kfr, = I-[ b_'- r =.

kbr k _W k) Kcr(T) (15)
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where Kcr(T)is the concentrationequilibriumconstantfor reactionr and is

representedby the followingtemperaturedependentrelation

Kcr(T ) = exp arl nTA + ---+ Cr + drT A 4-erT (16)
TA

where ar, br , c r, dr , and er are empirical coefficients related to reaction r

and are input by the user. Also, TA = T/IOOOK.

2.2 Boundary Conditions

The computationaldomain that is recognizedby COYOTE is limitedto

Cartesianand cylindrical(axisymmetric)geometry and, hence, has a l,;ft,a

right, a top, and a bottom boundary. (See Figure I). Boundary conditionsare

thereforerequired for the velocity,speciesdensity, total density, and

specificinternal energy on each of the four boundaries. Additionally,a

specifiedboundary conditionis allowedfor the pressureon the top and bottom

boundaries. Let the followingquantitiesbe defined:

un = velocity normal to a boundary,

Up - velocity parallelto a boundary,

n -- directionnormal to a boundary,and

-= generic variaE!e representingdensity p, speciesdensity pR, and

specific internalenergyU.

The boundary condi*ionsthat are availablein COYOTE are

1. Free-slip boundary"

un = O, up : Up, a@/an : 0

2. No-slip boundary

u_ = O, up = O, a_/an = 0

r
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- 3. Continuative flow

Bn, outside : Un, inside ' Up, outside : Up, inside ' aman : o
Q

4. Periodic flow

Un = Un, oppositewall ' Up = Up, oppositewall _ dp = dpoppositewall

5. Specifiedpressure

P = Pspecified' auJan = O, aup/an: o, 8dp/an = 0

6. Specifiedvelocity

Un = Uspecified , Up = O, aman = o

7. Combined boundary condition

Any one of the above boundary conditions can be specified for a

particular segment of the boundary. (This option has been added

for l he ISV confinement hood application to allow for air supply

inflow, exhaust outflow, and solid boundary on the top of the

hood).

Boundary conditions 1-4 are available on all four boundaries.

Conditions 5 and 6 are only available on the top and bottom boundaries and 7

is only available on the top boundary.

The implementationof the mathematicalmodels and boundary conditions,

plus the solutionprocedurefor solvingthe coupledconservationequationsis

detailed in the followingsection.
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outer layer of ghost cells

ny3 /

ny2

nyl_ . , _ jbar+l "

• dx(i)

i=1 2 nx1 nx2 nx3

ibar+l

Figure I. General mesh arrangement showing code indices and ghost cells
sur_'oundingthe computational domain.

.

i,

v i,j+1/2 ( = v i,j+l )

u i-l/2,j ( = ui,j ) "-_" @ -- _.. u i+1/2,} ( = Ui+l,j)

P i,j ' etc.

v i,jq/2 (- v i,})

Figure 2. Arrangement of finite difference variables in a typical mesh cell.
Indices used in the code are shown in parentheses.
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- 3. NUMERICALSOLUTIONMETHODS

• The model equationsare given first in differentialform below and then

in discrete finite-differenceform. The nature of the ICE solutionmethod is

given next. Finally,the discrete boundaryconditions and stabilitylimits

for the time step are 9iven.

3.1 DifferentialForm of the Flu_i_c Equations

COYOTEsolves the two dimensional Eulerian flow equations in Cartesian

and cylindrical coordinates. Before presenting the discrete forms of the flow

equations, they are presented in differential form for ease of comparison with

the discrete forms. The species continuity equation is

" apk 1 a(rpku) a(pkv) I a r a ( p k/
+ + =G k + --,_ rpD

at r _ az r ax L _x_,--p-)''
• (17)

+ _pD
az

where x is the horizontal or radial coordinate, z the vertical or axial

coordinate, and u and v are velocity components in the x and z directions,

respectively. The parameter r is set to one for Cartesian coordinates and to

x (the radial distance) for cylindrical coordinates.
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The radial and axial momentumequations are liven by

p + u-- + : pg + ----2rp.
ax az) x ax r ax

(]sa)

axL 3 r ax + -_ + a--zi_ --_ + ax)j r2

and

lav + u au ap 1 a /au awl]
-- + v aV/- Pgz + rp. +P at ax _) az r ax _ _x "

(18b)

ai av 21_(Iaru av)]
+ --21_ + --

az az 3 r ax az

where the second coefficient of viscosity has been taken as #2 = -2#/3. The

parameter _ is assigned the value of zero and one for Cartesian and

cylindrical geometry, respectively. The value of r is set the same as for the

continuity equation.

The conservation of specific internal energy is given by

at + r Ox + az r Ox + _ + r-_x r,-_-) c_zk-az)]

r,x+ ' (19)
t

+ k_ rlkG k I a kp a a a+ iax rH D._x + --HkpD •az _z
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- The finite-difference discretization of the above differential equations

is given in the following section.

3.2 Discrete Model Equations

In order to discretize fully the differential model equations, a

computational domain layout and labeling system is needed. Figure I

illustrates the computational domain used in COYOTE. As shown, there is a

layer of cells surrounding the computational domain which is used only for

convenience in applying the boundary conditions. The mesh cells may be

nonuniform in size. Obstacles may be defined in the mesh by blocking out

given cells with a cell flag array. The layout and labeling for each cell is

shown in Figure 2. The labeling that is used for the discrete equations

herein is given along with the actual FORTRANindexing in parentheses.

(FORTRANrecognizes only integer indexing). The u-velocity component is

• located at the center of the vertical faces, while the v component is located

at the center of the horizontal feces. (The concept of vertical and

• horizontal orientations is solely for reference to Figure 2). Ali other

dependent variables are located at the node within the cell The coordinates

of the cell nodes are denoted as (xi, zj). Hence, for a nonuniform mesh, the
velocities are not located midway between nodes. However, in order to

maintain first order accuracy on a nonuniform mesh, it is necessary to define

an average position of two cell centers

xt /2 = + (20)

to be used in place of cell edges in some instances. The mesh in the z

direction is defined similarly.

In writing the discrete equations, the superscript n is used for time

level. For convenience, only those terms that are to be evaluated at the new

time level (n+1) are noted; all other terms are at the current time level (n).

The discrete representation for the species transport equation (17) is
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vj,] " P=,i-At -- - r=_
ri(_1+1/2__1_1/2)' ._1/2 1+1/2,j 1/2 I-1/2,j ,.

[z ro,li/+_ I_ c,,j+_12_ _'J-"2L-pzj+_12-zj__t2 p

Ali _ ,PI,] _
+ Di(iJ.i+1,j+ l_l,j)Pl+1,J - D_(I_I,j+ PI-I,I)Pl,J Pl-l,1

2 So Pi+1,J Pi,j ' ,Pl,j Pi-1,J

+ Dj3(l_,,i+1+ l_,,j)P_,l,1P,,___]D_(I_,,j+ l_,,j-1)P',l P',I-'
Pl,i+1 Pi,j) Pi,I Pi,j-_

where Sc is the Schmidtnumber and the cell-facecentered convectivefluxes

for a generic quantity Q are given by

n+1

CiXl/2,j(Q) : O.5{(p,,jQi.j -: P,+,,JQi+I,I)ui.I/2,j

(22)

n I, U 1+1/2,j)+ o_lu,+_l_.jl+ .._ (p,,je,,j- p,+,,je,+,,j)
XI, 1 -X i

and

cz {(i,j,l/2(Q) = 0.5 pljQi,j + pi,j+lQl,i+l)V n.l, i,j+1/2

(23) l

,1 la_ I,j+1/21 At+_,lv_.,+l,_l+ ..... (_,,,Q,,,- _,,,..,e,,,.,)•
zi, _-zj
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- These fluxes are linear combinations ef donor cell differencing (_),

interpolated donor cell differencing (#), and centered differencing (I -cz -

. /3). Reference 9 describes these schemes in detail. The diffusion

coefficients in the species transport equation (21) are given by

D_ q+_/2
i = ri(xl,I _ xl)(_i+1m _ xI-112)' (?.4)

,m

D2 r1-1/2

i = ri(x i _ X1_1)(_1+1/2_ X1-1/2) ' (25)

D 3 1j =
(zj+,- zj)(_j_,/2- z__,/21' (261

and
,

D4 1 .

J (zj- zj__)(_j_/2- _j__,_) (271

The explicitdiscretizationof the x-directionor radial momentum

equation (18a) in COYOTE is given by

[ _ uOU/_CvOU/1Ql-1/2,1" ui-1/2,j+ At gx - (Oi,j + Oi-l,i)(xi-xi..1) _, '_)i-112,j -_ i-1/2,j

+2_tl2(u,+l/2.,-u,-lm., u,-lm.,- u,-3/2.,]Pl,j + Pl-l,i rt-l/2(xl xi-1) ril_i'l - rl-_l_l-l'i- XI+li 2-Xt_1/2 Xi-1/2 Xl-3/2

2 I'l'i,i+ #1-1,1 (28)

• - 3(Xi - Xi_l) [IJ'I'I(V'UI)I'J- iJ'l-l'J(V'Ul)l-l'l] - _ Ul-l/2'l 2.
rl-1/2

• + 1 [(Sxz)l_ll2,j+l/2_(Sxz)l_lm,i_lm]lJZj+l/2 - Zi_I/2
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The quantityQ is the explicit approximationof the u-componentof velocity

and is based on the pressuregradient at time level n. Since it is desired to

base u implicitlyon the n+1 level for pressure,this approximationmust be

corrected. This correctionoccurs during the applicationof the ICE method

pressure iterationphase where the pressure is determinedfor the n+1 time

level. The solutionmethod is outlined in Section 3.3 below.

The radial convectivevelocitygradient appearing in (28) is given by

(uC3U/ . 13Atu 2 /
!-1/2,_.__._jUi_I/2,j- UI_3/2,j _ Ui,I/2,j - U1-112,]

t, ax)l__m,j 2(x_ - xi__) axt__ ax I

(29)
" Ul-1/2,1- U1-8/2,1

AX,_I[1-o_sgn(uii.ll2,1)] u'+'m'i u'-1/2'1+ Ax,[l+o_sgn(u,_,m,j)]
AXi AX___

+ui-112'] Ax,+Ax,_,+_ sgn(uj_Imj)(z%x,-Ax,_1) •

where Ax i : xi,.i/2 - xi.i/2 and sgn(u) is the sign (+ or -) of u. The

user-selectable combination of upwind, interpolated donor cell and centered

differencing are incorporated into the convective term discretizations

similarly as for the species conservation equation (21). The discrete

representation for the axial convection term is analogous to that for the

radial one. The staggered nature of the mesh requires that the following

quantities be computed for the axial convection"

Int. _Xl (Vt-l,j-l/2 + Vi_l,j,l12) + _XI-1 (Vi,j-li 2 + Vi,l+1/2 ) (30)

Vi-l/2'J = 2 (Axi+ Axi_l)

and
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" (c3Ul Ui-ll2,j+l-Ut-ll2,J .-_ _-_,j+_t2"- (31)A Zj+l/2

The discrete equation for the axial convection term is given as

&t/v'nt' '2 / )
.

k aZ._i_l/2,j 2(Zj+I/2 - Zj_ll2) AZI_ll 2 AZj,I/2

(32)

(/ sn'v'r"+ S n/v inr \1 au + &zj-,12[1-(x 8 t i-,/2,j)]Azj+l/2[1 (_ g [ I-1'/2,J)] -'_ I-1/2,_-1/2 I 1/2,j+1/2int.
+ Vi_112.l / int. \

&ZI+I/2 + AZj_ll2 + (xsgn[vi_ll2,j)(AZI,I/2- AZj_I/2)

The cell centered velocity divergence appearing in the radial momentum

equation is approximated as follows:
I

ri_112Ui+1/2,j - rl_1/2ui_1/2, j vi,j+l/2-vi,j-l/2
(V'U_),.j : + - . (33)

• rt(xi+l/2 - x1_1/2) Zj+l/2- Ii_li 2

The xz component of the stress tensor in (28), calculated at cell corners, is

given as

ui-ll2'j+l - Ui-l/2'J ' Vt'j+l/2-Vi-l'j+l/2 (3#,)
(Sxz)l-1/2,j+l/2 = }J'l-1/2,j+1/2 .......... +

ZI+1 - ZI Xi - Xi- I

The cell-corqerviscositiesare calculatedby averagingthe four surrounding

cell-centeredviscosities. This completesthe full specificationof the

radialmomentum equation.
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The explicit axial momentum equation is analogousto the radial equation

and is given as

I _lu )Oi.j_lr2 - vi,j_1/2+At gz- (l:)i,j+Pi,j_l)(Zj_Zj_l) "_" i,j-1/2 -_ i,j-I/2

2z%t Vi,J+I/2-VI,J-1/2 1 ,V.Ul,i.j
(F,,j+o,,j_,)Azj-_12

v_,l-_12-vj,l-a_ 1 ul,i,j__
- l.Li.j_l AZj_I - --_

2At - -

+ ri (Xi.l/2 - xi-112)(Pi,j+ Pi,j-1) [ ri.1/2(Sxz)i+112'1-1/2- ri-112(Sxz)i-ll2,J-'l/2] "

The discrete representationof the energy equation (19) is written using

the convective flux operators,Equations(22) and (23). and the diffusion

coefficientsdefinedby Equations (24)-(27)such that
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,J

Pl,jn*IUl,ln+1- pi,j0i,j+At[DI(ki+1,j+ki,l)('l'i+1,i-Ti,j)-D_ (k,,I+ki_1,j)(Ti,j-Ti_1,j)

+ D_(_,I+'+ki,j)CT',l+'-T',I)-D_ (l_,j+k,,I_,)CI',,I-Tu_,)]

- At { ri(xi.1/21-;c',-_2)[_+'=c'+_'J(u)-r'_-_=c'-x_'J(u)]

1 [Ci,_ ,1/2 (U)Oi,j_1/2 (U)] _n+l .n+l}
+ _ _ z + Pi,} (V'Ul,}i,l

ZI, 112 - Zj_ 112

+ _,,iAt 2 Xx_ )+ 2 -Az-;

UI+ll2,j+ 1 + Ui_I/2,j+ 1 - Ui+l/2,j_ 1 - Ui_ll2,j_ 1+

• 2(zj+_-zj__)

Vi+1,j+I12+Vi+I,FI12-Vi-1,J+I12-VI-I,1-I12]2 (36)

+ 2(x,+1- x,_l) }
+ _(Ui+ll2,I+UI_ll2,J)2 2 rl+_12ui,ll2,j-ri-ll2U_-_12,} + vi,j,l/2-vi,j-l/2 .

3 T,i,x, Azj
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3.3 The Numerical Solution Procedure

The solutionprocedure in COYOTE is divided into four phases3. Table I

outlines the steps in the COYOTE solutionprocedure. After initialization,

the first phase computes new transportcoefficientsand the new time step.

COYOTE has the option to automaticallyreset the time step each time to

prevent instability. Next, the chemicalkineticand equilibriumreactions,

Equations(12) and (15), are solvedto produce new

Table I. Numerical SolutionSteps in COYOTEs.

Solution Solution Operation
Phase Step
0 I. Initializeall variables.

1 2. Computetransportcoefficients.
I 3. Computenew time step.
] 4. Compute speciesand energy changesdue to

chemistry.
I 5. Calculateexplicit approximationsto

velocities.
I 6. Apply boundaryconditions,heat transfer.
2 7. Iterateto obtain pressure;update u, and v.
3 8. Computespeciestrc,,sport;update p.
3 9. Solve internalenergy equation (except

chemistryandboundary layer).
4 10. Update old time arrays.
4 11. Apply equationof state to reset p, T, cv, and

W

4 12. Computenew SOR relaxationfactors.
4 13. Write output.
4 13. Quit or go to new time step.
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• time values for the generationrates for each species. After the generation

rates are computed,the speciesdensitiesand the internal energy are updated

. as follows.

^k k

Pi,I " Pi,I + AtG k,n (37)

and

01,J = Ul,j + At_kGk'n . (38)
k

The circumflex symbols over the density and internal energy indicate

intermediate values since the other contributions to p and U have not yet

been computed.

The next step in phase one is to computethe explicit velocity

approximationsusing Equations(28) and (35)from the previous section.

Finally, the boundaryconditions are appliedto account for drag, etc.

The second phase involvesapplying the ImplicitContinuous-fluid

Eulerian (ICE) method to obtain values for the overall density, internal

energy, the pressure,and the velocitycomponents. The ICE familyof solution

methods includesa number of variations. The particularmethod used in COYOTE

is outlined here. A basic featureof the ICE family of solutionmethods is

that flows ranging from incompressibleto compressiblemay be simulatedusing

the method. This is importantfor ISV since the flow will range from

low-speedto the compressiblerange.

A partiallyimplicitLagrangiansolutionis calculatedby solving

' simultaneously the following set of equations for the starred variables'

• Pi,j
" P_,j- , (39)WI

1 + At(_7"U0)l,i
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WL

, Atpi,j ,
uu =O_,j (v.u,)_,j, (4o)

PI,I

P i,j - I(P i,j,U ,,j) , (4 i)

. ( , .)
Ui.l/2,j = LII.I/2,J - pi+l/2,j(Xl+l_Xi ) Pi+I,j- Pl,l , (42)

. (. .)Vi,j+1/2 = Vl,J+ll2 - - Pi,l
Pi,j+I/2(Zj+I - Zj) Pi,J+1 , (43)

and

. ri.l/2U i+1/2,1- ri-l/2u 1-112,j Vi,l.1/2- V1,1-1/2
= + . (44)

( V 'U i )1, j ri(xi+ 1/2 - xi- 1/2) zj+ 1/2 - zj- 1/2
q

where f(p,U) represents the gas equation of state.

This phase is also called the pressure iteration,since iterationsmust

be made to obtain the solutionsto Equations (39)-(44). The starred variables

in these equationsrepresentvalues that are not at either time level (n or

n+]), but at some intermediatelevel since p and U must still be updated

using the fulldiscrete equations(21) and (36). Hence, Equations (39)-(44)

represent 'Lagrangian'approximationsto the completeEulerian equations.

The iteration is begun by defining a new parameter _](p) as follows"

= PI,J ' f(Pl, l,Ul,j) • (45)
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• At the beginningof the iteration,_(p) is nonzero since the pressuredoesn't

match the value returnedfrom the equation of state, lt is the objectiveof

" the iterationto reduce _ to some smallvalue set by the user. This is

accomplishedby using successiveover-relaxation(SOR) of Newton'smethod.

This can be written as

Pl,J " P_ --_-__-P_]-l,j -
as(p ) (4B)

ap

where v is the iterationcount. The sensitivityter_ in the denominatoron

the rhs of (46) is calculatedonce and then used throughoutthe iteration

phase. The term is computed by employing(45) and perturbingthe pressure.

The approximateeffects to the values for p, U, ar,d the velocitydivergence

are then computed. This informationis then used togetherwith (45) to obtain

a value for the sensitivity3.The second stage of the pressure iteration

involvesobtainingupdates to the divergence,density and inteF.,alenergy

based on the current value of pressureand velocity components Equation (46)

is then used to update the pressure,after which the velocitiesare updated

completingthe iteration. If the pressuredifferencesare small compared to

the previouspressure values for each node, the iterationis terminatedand

phase three is reached.

Phase three consists of computingthe full speciestransportand the

internalenergy equation (exceptfor the chemistrywhich is computed irtphase

one). Phase four involvesmiscellaneoustasks as shown in Table I.
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Table 2. Numerical boundary conditions found in COYOTE, using the FORTRAN
indexing of the code, where ¢ represents p, pR, and U.

BOY NDARY q'OP BOTTOM RIGHT LEFT
CONDITI()N BOUNDARY BOUNDARY BOUNDARY BOUNDARY

........... TYPE !.i= 1,nx2) (i= 1,nx2) (j = 1,nY2.) ....... (j= 1,ny2) ..

1, I'rce slip v(i,ny2) = 0 v(i,2) = 0 u(nx2j) = 0 u(2j) = 0
u(i,ny2) = u(i,nyl) u(iA) = u(i,2) v(nx2j) = vOxlj) v(1j) = v(Zj)
v(i,ny3) = -v(i,nyl) v(i,l) = -v(i,3) u(nx3,j) = -u(nxl,j) u(1,j) = -u(3,j)

.... .... ¢(i_qy2) = ¢(l,nyl) ¢,(i,1.)= _(i,2) ¢(nx2,i') = 0(_1.,i) ¢(1,i) = 0(2,i)

2, no s!ip v(i,ny2) = 0 v(i,2)= 0 u(nx2j) = 0 u(2,j) = 0
u(i,ny2) = -u(i,nyl) u(i,1) = -u(i,2) v(nx2,j) = -v(nxl,j) v(1,j) = -v(2,j)
v(i,ny3) = -v(i,nyl) v(i,1) = -v(i,3) u(nx3,j) -- -u(nxl,j) u(1,j) = -u(3,j)

..... ¢O,ny2) = ¢(i,nyl) o0,l) = _(i,2) .. cfnx.2d) = ¢(n.xl,j) ¢(1,i) = #(2,i)

3. continuativc v(i,ny2) = v(i,nyl) v(i,2) = v(i,3) u(nx2,j) = u(nxl,j) u(2,j) = u(3,j)
u(i,ny2) = u(i,nyl) u(i,l) = u(i,2) v(nx2j) = v(rLxl,j) v(1,j) = v(2,j)
v(i,ny3) = v(i,ny2) v(i,l) = v(i,2) u(nx3,j) = u(nx2,j) u(1,j) = u(2,j)
¢(i,ny2) = ¢(i,nyl) ¢,(i,1) = 00,2) ¢(nx2,j) = ¢(nxl,j) ¢(1,j) = 0(2,j) ,,..... , ..... _.. ,,

4. periodic v(i,ny2) = v(i,2) v(i,2) = v(i,ny2) u(nx2,j) = u(2,j) u(2,j) = u(nx2,j)
u(i,ny2) - u(i,2) u(i,1) = u(i,nyl) v(nx2,j) = v(2,j) v(1,j) = v(nxl,j)
v(i,ny3) -- v(i,3) v(i,1) _- v(i,nyl) u(nx3,j) = u(3,j) u(1,j) = u(nrl,j)

.......... ¢(i'nY2) .7 ¢(i,2) _(i,1) = ¢(i,.nyl) ¢(nx2,j) - ¢(2_J) ¢(1j) = ¢(n×l,j)

5. specified press, v(i,ny2) = v(i,2) = N/A N/A
maxiv(i,ny2),(}1 max[v(i,2),0]
v(i,ny3) - v(i,ny2) v(i,l) = v(i,2)
u(i,ny2) -- u(i,nyl) u(i,1) = u(i,2)

p(i,ny2) = Pspec. p(i,1) = Ps_c.
¢(i,ny2) ¢(t,nyl) ¢(i,1) ¢(i,2) ..........

(,.specified ui u(i,ny2) = 0 u(i,1) = 0 N/A N/A

v(i,nyl) = Vspec. v(i,2) = Vspec'
v(i,ny2) v(i,nyl) v(i,1) v(i,2)
_(i,ny2) = ¢(i,nyl) ¢(i,1) = ¢(i,2)
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' 3.4 The Numerical Boundary Conditions

' Figures I and 2 illustrate the computational domain and the layout of

each cell within the entire domain, respectively. The cells go from i=I to

nx2 in the x direction, and from j=l to ny2 in the z directiun. Indices nx3

and ny3 are used in the code to indicate velocity components that lie on the

top and right boundaries of the ghost cells for completeness. Theboundary

conditions are set both by specifying those variables that lie exactly on the

boundary (the line dividing the real domain and the ghost cells) and by

setting the variables in the ghost cells to appropriate values depending on

the boundary condition desired. The boundary conditions given in Section 2 2

above are written explicitly, using the actual FORTRANindexing in the code,

in Table 2. Here, _ represents the total density p, the density for each

species pk and the specific internal energy U

3.5 Time Step Constraints

In order to preserve the stability of the solution procedure, there

must be time step constraints applied. Although an exact stability analysis

cannot be applied to the nonlinear reacting flow problem, simplified model

equations can be analyzed to give broad stability guidelines.

In order to prevent fluid moving more than one cell at a time,

convective time limits for each direction are applied. That is, the x-

direction convective limit is
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UmBX

while the y-directionlimit is

At < 0.2 _Ymln . (48)
Vmax

The factor 0.2 is used to preventthe density from becomingnegative since it

is theoreticallypossible for fluid to be convectingout each cell wall at the

same rate, leavinga 'negative'mass in the cell.

A von Neumann stability analysis gives a limit to the time step size

based on the diffusion of momentumand energy, The momentumdiffusion time

limit is

A t < 0.2 mini, j _%x2 ,

while the energy diffusion limit is

pOv Ax Ayt < 0.2mini,j (50)

Again, the factor 0.2 has been used and the minima in Equations(49) and (50)

are over the entire mesh.

A further time limit based on the chemicalreactionrates for the

kinetic reactionsis applied. This limit restrictsthe fractionalamourltof

internalenergy change due to chemicalheat releaseto 20 percent for each

time step in order preserve accuracy.
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• COYOTEhas the option of automatically resetting the time step each

cycle (new time step) by choosing the most restrictive of the above limits or

. allowing the user to set the step tu a value that will remain the same

throughout the run. The user can run one cycle and allow the code to compute,

the time step limits to see what the maximumstep should be and then use that

in order to maintain a constant step for the main run.
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4. CODE DESCRIPTION

This sectiondescribesthe overall structureand flow control of the

COYOTE c_de. Each subroutinepresentlybeing used for fluid flow and

combustionin the ISV confinementhood is listed and its functiondescribed.

A flow control tree is presentedto show how the flo_'is controlledbetween

subroutines.

4.1 Overall COYOTE Flow Chart

Table I in Section3.3 lists the proceduralsteps followedby COYOTE in

developingthe numericalsolutionsto the model equations. +Figure3 provides

similarinformationin chart form with additionalinformationconcerningthe

logicalflow.

I

4.2 Flow Control and Descriptionof Subroutines

COYOTE is written in partial subroutineform with each subroutine

performinga separatelogicaltask. The main programretainsthe task,

however, of computingthe discretemomentum and energy equationsand

performingthe pressure iterationdescribedearlier in Section3.3 as well as

other tasks. A list of the subroutinesin COYOTE and their fur_ctionsfollows.

t. bcc

This subroutine sets the boundary conditions for the total density, the

individual species densities, the internal energy and pressures for the

specified pressure boundary conditions.

2. bcv

This subroutine sets the boundary conditions for the velocity components.
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i

Figure3. Overallflowdiagramfor COYOTEreactingflow code.
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3. chem

This subroutine computes the changes in species densities and internal

energies due to kinetic ci,_mical reactions. (Whether a reaction is

kinetic or equilibrium must be set by the user. Relatively fast reactions
L

are usually assumed to be equilibrium, while slow ones must follow the

kinetic reacti',on model).

4. chemeq

This subroutine calculates the changes in the densities and internal

energy for equilibrium chemical reactions.

5. chemeqm

This subroutine contains the Meintjes-Morgan quick equilibrium chemistry

package.

6. coyote - main program

The main program of COYOTE reads the input deck, computesthe explicit
w

approximationsfor the velocitycomponents,performsthe pressure

iterationfor 'theICE method,computestpe internalenergy,resets the

currentvariables into old time arrays, and computesthe SOR relaxation

factors, lt also writes to the output file, graphics dump and restart

dump files,and makes calls to the other subroutinesto control the

overall algorithm.

7. decomp

This subroutine triangularizes a numerical solution array.

8. difop

This subrouti_edefines the arraysthat specifythe geometry and size of

the numericalmesh.

9. dumper

This subroutine performs the graphic dump.

' I| ' '
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- 10. epilog

This subroutinecontains a brief variabledictionaryand some equations

, of state data for several chemicals. Epilog is actually just a comment

section.

11. exitldc

This subroutineis used for normal and abnormal exits and indicates

where the exit occurred. The routine 'exit'called by exitldc is a

system routine.

12. prcon

This subroutine creates contour plots on a line printer.

13. rinput

This block data subprogramcontainsthe original input deck. The code

has been changed now such that the input is read in by the main program

which means that this subprogramis a default data input deck. (rinput

" has been left unchangedfrom the original). Also, rinput containsthe

JANAF6'7table data for the enthalpiesOf the speciespresent in the

problem. Presently it containsdata for methane, 02 , N2 , CO2 , H20,H,

H2 , O, N, OH, CO, and NO.

14. robhood

This subroutinepreventselements of a dependentvariable array that

should all be positive (such as the internalenergy) from remaining

negative if one should happen to go negativeduring the solution

process. Quantitiesof the dependantvariableare 'stolen'from

. neighboringcells and added to the cell where a negative value has

occurreduntil it becomes positive.

15. setup

This subroutineinitializesthe run by convertingthe JANAF table

enthalpiesto internalenergies in the cgs system of units, calls difop,

sets up the kineticand equilibriumreactiondata, prints out initial
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values, calls the restart subroutine(tapin),and performsother

miscellaneoustasks.
b

16. sgefs

This subroutinedecides whetherto call decomp to triangularizea matrix

or solve to solve it.

17. solve

This subroutine solves a linear system of equations Ax = b.

18. species

This subroutinesolves the speciestransportequation.

]9. state

This subroutinedeterminesthe thermodynamicstate based on temperature

either by callingthe JANAF tables or using an equation of state.

Currently,the ideal gas equationof state is used.

20. tapin

This subroutinereads in the restartfile.

21. tapout

This subroutinewrites the restart file.

22. tcs

This subroutil_ecomputesthe effectiveviscositlesand thermal

conductivitiesfor the mesh.

23. timstp

This subroutineautomaticallyresets the time step if desired by the

user based on convection,diffusionand chemistrylimits.

COYOTE containsother subroutineswhich currentlyare not being used for

ISV. They are blowby (allowsleakage),lwall (computesthe law of the wall for
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" turbulentflow), markr (computesmarker particlepaths), swirl (computesa

swirl or circumferentialvelocitycomponent), and turb (containstwo

- turbulencemodels).

Figure 4 is a flow tree for COYOTE showinghow the flow is controlled

between subroutines.
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Main Program
COYOTE
,

1

! ! I'i! '
i '_I ..... defauIt

, I b i F,_t ] b,ookdo_o
I , , rlnput

lexitldci I tapln I 1 bcc 1 IiI s 1- I I
I ,, I

•

timstp chemeq bcc robhood dumper tapout

tcs chem bcv specles slate prcon exltIdc

Irob_....:
I -

' I...... | ,,

! °x,_1l .o,ooI

Figure 4. COYOTE tree diagram showing how subprograms are called in the code
relative to each other. A dashed line indicates an abnormal abort. The

dotted line indicates that the subroutine contains only comment information.
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" 5. VERIFICAT_IONTESTS AND SAMPLE PROBLEM

' This section reports the results of five verification test runs using

COYOTE. The first test is one that is built into the program and is designed

to check that the code has successfully been ported to anew facility and/or

machine. Its input is built into the block data subprogram 'rinput.' The

other four verification tests are designed to check that specific terms in the

governing equations have been coded properly in COYOTE. The configuration for

a sample ISV hood scenario is also given. Three variations of the problem are

detailed. The results for the three cases have been animated and are

available on videocassette.

5.1 Test for Successful Portinq of Code

A test problemis built into the block data rinput in COYOTE to be run

at a new facilityafter the code is portedto check for problems that may have

occurred during the transferof the code. The problem is basicallya

one-dimensionalshock tube problemwith a grid of 192 x 5 cells. Since there

is a layer of fictitiouscells around the computationaldomain,the actual

grid is 190 x 3 cells. Figure 5 is a schematicof the test problemshowing

initialconditions. There is only one speciespresent" air. The domain is

enclosed on four sides by solid (free-slip)walls. An imaginarymembrane

positionedmidway down the tube dividesair at one pressure from air at

another pressure. The initialtemperatureis uniformthroughoutat 340 K.

The initialvelocity is zero everywhereand the viscosityfor the air is

computed using the built-in Sutherlandformula (see Section 2.1). The state

propertiesfor air are determinedusing the ideal gas law which yields the

- initial pressuresshown in Figure 5 for the given densitiesand temperature.

The initial internalenergy is a functionof temperatureonly due to the ideal

• gas assumption. At time t = O, the membraneis removed and a pressureshock

begins to propagate. The test problemis only run for 10.4secondswith

intermediateand final results provided in tabularform.
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P

Imaginary
membrane

I

Initial conditions I Initial conditions

p = 0.001g/(cm)2 I P = 0.0002g/(cm)2
T = 340K I T - 340K
P = 991881.4 dynes/(cm)2 P = 198376.3 dynes/(cm)2
U = 2.479704 x 109ergs I U - 2.479704 x 10 9ergs
u,v=O I u,v-O

I

I

Free-slip walls (4)
ql

Figure5. Schematicof the transfertest problembuiltintoCOYOTE. The
problemis a shocktubewith air initiallycontainedon each sideof an
imaginarymembraneat the conditionsshown. At timet=0, the membraneis
removedand a pressureshockwave allowedto propagate.
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The results of the test run performedat the INEL using the CRAY XMP/

216 have been compared to the tabulatedresultssent with the copy of COYOTE.

' The INEL results are found to be the same as those sent with the code to

within machine round-off error, indicating that the code has been ported

successfully to the INEL system.

5.2 Poiseuille Flow

A standard test flow problem that is designed to check the diffusion

terms in the Navier-Stokes equations is Poiseuille flow in a simple geometry.

Poiseuille flow is fully-developed confined laminar incompressible flow. For

simple geometries, there exist analytical solutions for this type of flow

since the troublesome convection terms are zero. This problem also checks the

boundary conditions for no-slip walls. The geometry used for this test

problem is flow in a straight channel (parallel flat walls that extend to
I

infinity in two directions).

Figure 6 illustrates the flow domain and conditions for the Poiseuille

flow test problem. The boundary conditions on the side walls are standard

no-slip conditions while the inlet is uniform flow in the streamwise direction

and the outflow is specified as continuative. The size of the flow domain is

2.5 cm long by 0.05 cm wide and is divided into a 50 x IO cell mesh. The

hydraulic diameter is defined as one-.half the channel width, making the flow

domain 100 hydraulic diameters long. TJ_is is more than long enough to achieve

fully-developed flow. The kinematic viscosity of the air flowing in the

channel is given as 0.1568 cm2/sec. The inlet flow velocity is 1500 cm/sec,

giving the Reynolds number of the flow as Re = u (I/2 width)/v = 239, well

within the laminar flow range. The Mach number is well within the

incompressible range at 0.044. (Experience with the code has indicated that

, below a Mach number of about 0.01, the solution algorithm becomes unstable and

problems are encountered). The density is held constant at 1.177 x 10-3

g/cm3. Finally, the convective scheme parameters e and # are set to 0.9 and

0.1, respectively.
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,J

t
Continuative

outflow

2.50 cm No-slip walls (2)

iillllllllll 1
Uniform inlet flow (v = vin, u = 0)

Figure6. Schematicof the flolJdomainfor the secondtest problem"
Poiseuille flow.
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" The results for the streamwisevelocityprofile across the channelare

plotted in Figure 7 and comparedwith the analyticalsolutionat the same

' points. As shown, the agreementis very good with only very slight

disagreementnear the walls. This is due primarilyto the fact that the

no-slipboundary conditionsin COYOTE are low-orderaccurate. Additional

accuracy,however, seems unnecessaryfor applicationto the ISV confinement

hood.

5.3 PotentialCorner Flow

The third test flow problem is designedto test the convectionand

pressuregradient terms in the Navier-Stokesequations. An analytical

solutionexits for potential (inviscid,irrotational)flow in a sectorI°. A

right angle is chosen for the sector, such that flow enters from the top, and

exits to the right side, with a wall on the left and at the bottom. Figure8
o

illustratesthe potentialcorner flow domain and boundary conditions.

Streamlineslocatedto correspondto the numericalsimulationat the inflow
,#

and outflowboundariesare shown. Since the theoreticalflow is inviscid,the

wall boundary conditionsare set to free-slip. The top inlet and right-side

outlet flow conditionsare set to the analyticalsolutionvalues. Since this

flow is incompressible,only the pressuregradientsare of interest. COYOTE,

however,computes and uses the absolute pressure. Therefore, in making

comparisonswith the true solution,only the pressuregradients are used.

The numericalsolutionuses a uniform12 x ]2 extendedgrid domain (10 x

10 actual flow domain). The results for the numericalsimulationare

tabulatedin Tables 3 - 6. Table 3 shows computedresults for the u-velocity

components. The u-velocitiesthat are locatedexactlyon the outflow

boundariesand are set to analyticalsolutionvalues are those for i = 12, For

- all j. The u-velocitiesfor j = 12, for all i, l;e in the ghost cells above

the inflow boundaryand are set to the analyticalsolution values,also. The

computed u-velocitiesfor each i value should be equal to the values at the

top of each column (j = 12). As can be seen, the largest error is 0.05%.
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Figure 7. Streamwise velocity profile for the Poiseuille channel flow near
the end of the computational domain.
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_t = 0.95

_t = 0.85

_t =0,75

_t = 0.65

_=0.55
>". 0 -

_¢= 0.45

_=0.35

. Free-slip _ _ = 0,25
walls (2)

_¢=0,15

o _¢= 0.05
d- ' 1 ' I

o.o 0,5 1,o
x

. Figure 8. Schematic of the potential corner flow problem. The left and
bottom walls are free-slip while the flow enters from the top and exits to the
right. Analytically determined streamlines corresponding to the numerical
solution grid are shown.
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The results for the v-velocity components are given in Table 4. Here,

the values at the inflow boundary, j : 12 for all i, are set to the analytical

values, as are the v-velocities in the ghost cell column at the outflow

boundary, i = ]2 for all j. The v-velocities in each row should be the same

as for the right-most column, i = 12. As shown, the largest error is also

0.05%.

Tables 5 and 6 show the percentage errors in the pressure gradients for

the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. As can be seen, the

percentage errors are very low except on the right boundary for ap/ax and at

the top boundary for ap/ay. These boundary errors result from the fact that

tile boundary conditions in COYOTEare not designed to handle a flow where the

pressure gradient is changing at the boundary. The corner flow test,

nevertheless, does verify that the convective flow terms and pressure gradient

terms in the momentumequations are implemented correctly.
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" Table 3. Values for the u-velocity component for the potential corner flow
test problem.

i : 1 2 3 4 5 6 y =
J
12 0 000E+00 0 000E+00 i 000E+02 2 000E+02 3.000E+02 4.000E+02 1 050E+00

ii 0 000E+00 0 000E+00 9 999E+01 2 000E+02 3.000E+02 4.000E+02 9 500E-01
l0 0 000E+00 0 000E+00 9 998E+01 2 000E+02 2.999E+02 3.999E+02 8 500E-01
9 0 000E+00 0 000E+00 9 997E+01 1 999E+02 2.999E+02 3.999E+02 7 500E-01
8 0 000E+00 0 000E+00 9 997E+01 1 999E+02 2.999E+02 3.999E+02 6 500E-01

7 0 000E+00 0 000E+00 9 996E+01 1 999E.02 2.999E+02 3.999E+02 5 500E-01
6 0 000E+00 0 000E+00 9 996E+01 1.999E+02 2.999E+02 3.999E+02 4 500E-01

5 0 000E+00 0 000E+00 9 996E+01 1.999E+02 2.999E+02 3.998E+02 3 500E-01
4 0 000E+00 0 000E+00 9 995E+01 1,999E+02 2.999E+02 3.998E+02 2 500E-01
3 0 000E+00 0 000E+00 9 995E+01 1.999E+02 2.999E+02 3.998E+02 1 500E-01

2 0 000E+00 0 000E+00 9 995E+01 1.999E+02 2.999E+02 3.998E+02 5 000E-02
" I-i 500E+02-7 959E-05 9 995E+01 1.999E+02 2.999E+02 3.998E+02-5 000E-02

x= -0.i00 0.000 0.i00 0.200 0,300 0.400

' i = 7 8 9 i0 ii 12 y =
J
12 5 000E+02 6.000E+02 7.000E+02 8.000E+02 9.000E+02 1.000E+03 I 050E+00
ii 5 000E+02 6 000E+02 7.000E+02 8,000E+02 9.000E+02 1.000E+03 9 500E-01

l0 4 999E+02 5 999E+02 6.999E+02 7,999E+02 9.000E+02 1.000E+03 8 500E-0]

9 4 999E+02 5 999E+02 6.999E+02 7.999E+02 9,000E+02 1.000E+03 7 500E-01
8 4 999E+02 5 999E+02 6.999E+02 7.999E+02 8.999E+02 1.000E+03 6 500E-01

7 4 998E+02 5 998E+02 6.999E+02 7 99qE+02 8.999E+02 1.000E+03 5 500E-01
6 4 998E+02 5 998E+02 6.998E+02 7 999E+02 8.999E+02 1.000E+03 4 500E-01

5 4 998E+02 5 998E+02 6,998E+02 7 999E+02 8.999E+02 1.000E+03 3 500E-01
4 4 998E+02 5 998E+02 6.998E+02 7 998E+02 8.999E+02 1.000E+03 2 500E-01

3 4 998E+02 5 998E+02 6.998E+02 7 998E+02 8.999E+02 1.000E+03 1 500E-01
2 4 998E+02 5.998E+02 6.998E+02 7 998E+02 8.999E+02 1.000E+03 5 000E-02

1 4 998E+02 5.998E+02 6.998E+02 7 998E+02 8.999E+02 1.000E+03-5 000E-02
x= O. 500 O. 600 0.700 O. 800 O. 900 1.000

J
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Table 4. Values for the v-velocity component for the potential corner flow
test problem.

i - I 2 3 4 5 6 y -
J
13-1.100E+03-1,100E+03-1.100E+03-1,100E+03-I.100E+03-1.100E+03 1.100E+00
12-1.000E+03-1.000E+03-1,000E+03-1.000E+03-1.000E+03-1,000E+03 1.000E+00

II-9,000E+02-9.000E+Q2-9.000E+02-9,000E+02-g.000E+02-9.000E+02 9.000E-01
10-7,999E+02-7.999E+02-7.999E+02-7,999E+02-7.999E+02-7.999E+02 8,000E-01

9-6.999E+02-6.999E+02-6.999E+02-6.999E+02-6,999E+02-6.999E+02 7.000E-01
8-5.998E+02-5.998E+02-5,998E+02-5,998E+02-5.999E+02-5,999E+02 6.000E-01
7-4.998E+02-4.998E+02-4,998_+02-4.998E+02-4.998E+02-4.999E+02 5.000E-01

6-3,998E+02-3.998E+02-3.998_+02-3,999E+02-3.999E+02-3.999E+02 4.000E-01
5-2.999E+02-2.999E+02-2.999E+02-2,999E+02-2.999E+02-2.999E+02 3,000E-01

4-1.999E+02-1.999E+02-1.999E+02-1,999E+02-1,999E+02-1.999E+02 2.000E-01

3-9.995E+01-9.995E+01-9.995E+01-9,995E+01-9.996E+01-g.996E+01 1.000E-01
2 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0;000E+00 0.000E+00
1 6,000E+01 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00-1.000E-01

x= -0.050 0.050 0.150 0.250 0.350 0.450

i - 7 8 9 i0 II 12 y =
J
13-1,100E+03-1.100E+03-1.100E+03-1.100E+03-1.100E+03-1.100E+03 1,100E+00

12-1.000E+03-1.000E+03-1,000E+03-1.000E+03-1.000E+03-1,000E+03 1,000E+00
II-9.000E+02-9.000E+02-9.000E+02-9,001E+02-9,001E+02-9,000E+02 9,000E-01

10-7.999E+02-8.000E+02-8.000E+02-8,000E+02-8.000E+02-8.000E+02 8.000E-01
9-6.999E+02-6.999E+02-6.g99E+02-7.000E+02-7,000E+02-7.000E+02 7.000E-01

8-5,999E+02-5.999E+02-5.999E+02-5.999E+02-6.000E+02-6.000E+02 6.000E-01
7-4.999E+02-4.999E+02-4.999E+02-4.999E+02-5.000E+02-5.000E+02 5.000E-01

6-3.999E+02-3.999E+02-3.999E+02-3.999E+02-4,000E+02-4.000E+02 4.000E-01
5-2.999E+02-2.999E+02-2,999E+02-3.000E+02-3.000E+02-3.000E+02 3.000E-01

4-1.999E+02-1,999E+02-2.000E+02-2.000E+02-2.000E+02-2.000E+02 2.000E-01
3-9.996E+01-9.997E+01-9.997E+01-9.998E+01-9.999E+01-1.000E+02 1.000E-01

2 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0,000E+00 0.000E+00
i 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00-1.000E-01

<= 0.550 0.650 0.750 0.850 0.950 1,050
g
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Table 5. Percentage error in the horizontal pressure gradient, dp/dx, for the
potential corner flow test problem.

I

i - 3 4 5 6 7 8 y-
J

12 1 024E+00 I 228E+00 1,290E+00 i 313E+00 1,317E+00 1,310E+00 1 050E+00
II 7 279E-02 6 896E-02 6,032E-02 4 719E-02 2,988E-02 9,014E-03 9 500E-01
I0 7 367E-02 6 904E-02 5,984E-02 4 613E-02 2,795E-02 5,168E-03 8 500E-01
9 7 519E-02 7 026E-02 6,071E-02 4 657E-02 2.783E-02 4,483E-03 7 500E-01
8 7 839E-02 7 328E-02 6,348E-02 4 898E-02 2,979E-02 5,958E-03 6 500E-01
7 8 251E-02 7 726E-02 6,724E-02 5 241E-02 3,278E-02 8.361E-03 5 500E-01
6 8 687E-02 8 150E-02 7,126E-02 5 614E-02 3,609E-02 I.I07E-02 4 500E-01
5 9 099E-02 8 547E-02 7,504E-02 5 965E-02 3.923E-02 1,369E-02 3 500E-01
4 9 446E-02 8 880E-02 7,820E-02 6 258E-02 4,186E-02 1.591E-02 2 500E-01
3 9 699E-02 9 122E-02 8,047E-02 6 468E-02 4,375E-02 1,751E-02 1 500E-01

×- 0. I00 0,200 0,300 0. 400 0. 500 0. 600

i = 9 I0 ii y -
J
12 1 271E+00 3 393E+00-I 520E+02 1,050E+00
Ii-i 388E-02-3 719E-02-I 563E+02 9,500E-01

i0-2 327E-02-6 414E-02-4 694E+01 8,500E-01
9-2 354E-02-5 674E-02-4 689E+01 7,500E-01
8-2 243E-02-5 605E-02-4 689E+01 6,500E-01
7-2 084E-02-5 598E-02-4 688E+01 5.5QOE-01
6-i 895E-02-5 542E-02-4 687E+01 4,500E-01
5-I 705E-02-5 458E-02-4 686E+01 3,500E-01
4-1 542E-02-5 377E-02-4 686E+01 2,500E-01
3-i 424E-02-5 321E-02-4 686E+01 1,500E-01

, x" 0.700 0.800 0.900

Table 6. Percentage error in the vertical pressure gradient, dp/dy, for the
potential corner flow test problem.

i - 3 4 5 6 7 8 y =
J
11-2,679E+01-2 679E+01-2 680E+01-2,680E+01-2,680E+01-2,680E+01 9 000E-01

I0-I.032E-01-I 036E-01-I 039E-01-1.041E-01-1.041E-01-1,036E-01 8 000E-01
9-4,904E-02-4 991E-02-5 llOE-02-5,249E-02-5,390E-02-5,517E-02 7 000E-01
8-1.211E-02-I 344E-02-I 532E-02-1,761£-02-2,011E-02-2,252E-02 6 000E-01
7 1.868E-02 i 698E-02 1 457E-02 1,158E-02 8,276E-03 5,020E-03 5 000E-01

6 4,406E-02 4 207E-02 3 924E-02 3,573E-02 3,181E-02 2.789E-02 4 000E-01
5 6,424E-02 6 202E-02 5 886E-02 5.495E-02 5,056E-02 4,613E-02 3 000E-01
4 7,934E-02 7 692E-02 7 351E-02 6,930E-02 6,457E-02 5.977E-02 2 000E-01
3 8,941E-02 8 685E-02 8 326E-02 7.883E-02 7,388E-02 6.886E-02 I 000E-01

x- 0,150 0,250 0,350 0.450 0,550 0,650

' i - 9 i0 ii 12 y -
J
11-2,680E+01-2 678E+01-I 361E+02-I 216E+02 9,000E-01
I0-I.034E-01-I 108E-01-1 505E-01-7 937E+00 8.000E-01
9-5,629E-02-5 707E-02-5 344E-02-I 853E+00 7,000E-01

8-2,437E-02-2 447E-02-2 481E-02-I 543E+00 6.000E-01
7 2.382E-03 1 491E-03-I 204E-03-I 520E+00 5,000E-01
6 2.457E-02 2 291E-02 1 927E-02-I 520E+00 4,000£-01
5 4,232E-02 4 020E-02 3 643E-02-I 537E+00 3,000E-01
4 5,565E-02 5 343E-02 5.024E-02-I 591E+00 2.000E-01
3 6.456E-02 6.264E-02 6,120E-02-1.520=+00 1.000E-01

x- 0.750 0,850 0.950 1.050
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5.4 Unsteady Heat Conduction

|

This test problem is designed to check the diffusionterms in the energy

equation. The test problem is a two-dimensional,unsteady, initialand

boundary value heat conductionproblemthat has an analyticalsolution. The

problemdomain, shown in Figure 9, is a rectangularplate with uniform,

isotropicproperties. An initialdistributionof temperatureis imposedon

the plate,which then decays with time as the energy conductsout from the

plate. The describingequation for the problem is given by

I o_T a2T o_T
+_ (51)

at ax2 ay2

where the initialconditionis T(x,y,O)=xyfor O<x<a and O<y<b and the

boundariesare held constantat Tw=3OOK. The analyticalsolution is given in
terms of a double Fourier series as11

T(x,y,t)=Tw+4a__bb_ _ cos(m_)cos(n_)sin :o., rnn
where the eigenvalues are given by

_'mn = + (53)

The computationalmesh is 10 x 20 cells within the 0.1 cm by 0.2 cm domain.

The convection,pressure-divergenceand dissipationterms in the energy

equation (19) are made zero by settingthe velocitiesand pressureto zero.

Since there is only one specie in the problem,the chemistrysource and

diffusionterms are zero, as weil. A time step of I x lOs seconds is used to

ensure stability. The results for temperatureas a functionof x for a

constant value of y (y=b/2)are plottedfor variousvalues of time in Figures

10-16. (Figure lO gives the initialconditionfor the problem). As can be

seen, agreementbetweenthe exact _nd numericalsolutionsimproveswith

increasingtime values. The discrepanciesat t=O.O0] and 0.002 secondsare

due to the truncationof the Fourierseri_ present in the ,_v_r_,solution.
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The truncationhas a larger effect for smallervalues of t, as expected. The

energy diffusionterms thus appear to be correctlycoded and functioning

properly.
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Figure g. Schematicof the domain for the unsteady conduction test problem.
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ENERGY EQUATION TEST
EXACT .vs. CALCULATED

420.0

J_ a EXACT(L|me=O.OOO(e eo))o CALCULATED
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[.-,
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y

Figure 10. Initial distribution of temperature as a function of x for y=b/2
for the unsteady conduction test problem.
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ENERGY EQUATION TEST
EXACT .vs.CALCULATED
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Figure11. Distributionof temperatureas a functionof x fory=b/2at time
t=O.O01 seconds For the unsteady conduction test problem.
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ENERGY EQUATION TEST
EXACT .vs. CALCULATED
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o---o EXACT(Lime-O.OO2(s ce))o o CALCULATED
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Figure12. Distributionof temperatureas a functionof x fory=b/2at time
t-O.O02secondsfor the unsteadyconductiontest problem.
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ENERGY EQUATION TEST
EXACT .vs. CALCULATED

_
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Figure 13. Distribution of temperature as a function of x for y=b/2 at time
t=O.O03 seconds for the unsteady conduction test problem.
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ENERGY EQUATION TEST
EXACT .vs.CALCULATED
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Figure 14. Distributionof temperature as a function of x for y=b/2 at time
t=O.O04 seconds for the unsteadyconduction test problem.
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ENERGY EQUATION TEST
EXACT .vs.CALCULATED
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Figure 15. Distribution of temperature as a function of x for y=b/2 at time
t=O.O05 seconds for the unsteady conduction test problem.
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" 5.5 KineticChemistryReaction

The purpose of the kinetic chemistry reaction test problem is to check

the kinetic chemistry model in COYOTE. Choosing both forward and backward

reaction rate coefficients kfr and kbr, analytical solutions are easily

obtainable for the transient dissociation only and recombination only

reactions for a two-atom molecule. The analytical solution for the

dissociation reaction for the molecule is given by

[A](t) - [A]oexp(-I_rt ) (54)

where [AI is the unsteady molecular concentration, [A] o is the initial
concentration of the biatomic molecule and t is time. The COYOTEresults for

the time varying species density of the molecule is plotted in Figure 16

against the analytical solution for the first 0.01 seconds. The agreement is

seen to be excellent. The results for the recombination reaction (not shown)
m

indicate similar agreement.

U
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KINETIC REACTION TEST
¢1

,= EXACT ,vs. CALCULATED
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Figure 16. Numerical results for COYOTE compared to tile analytical solution
for the transient molecular concentration for the kinetic dissociation

react ion of a molecule,
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- 5.6 Simulationof Flow and C.ombustionin the ISV Hood

Numerical simulations of a possible transient inflow of off-gases into

the ISV confinement hood with combustion have been made. Interpretation of

the results of such simulations, which consist of thousands of lines of

numerical data output, is greatly facilitated by generating animation of the

transient. Such an animation has been created for each of three numerical

simulations and each has been recorded on VHSvideocassette. The three

simulations represent a single hood geometry, but varying inlet air supply

rate. This section describes the configurations of the problem portrayed on
the videocassette.

A schematicof the problemwith its associatedboundary conditions is

illustratedin Figure 17. The cylindricalaxisymmetricgeometry is chosen

since COYOTE is presentlylimited to two-dimensionalrectangularor
a

cylindricalcoordinates. The axisymmetriccase chosen allows appropriate

representationof a concentricpipe configurationfor the air supply and
,4

exhaust ports such as is used for the intermediate-scaleISV tests. The place

chosen for the point of off-gas inflow from the ground correspondsto an

electrodeposition for an electrodeseparationof 4 meters, lt has been

observed that off-gasesfrequentlyenter the hood from near the electrodes.

The conditions chosen for the solid boundaries are free,slip for the

momentumequations and constant temperature for the energy equation. Free-

slip is chosen since it is believed that the wall boundary layers have little

effect on the flow in the hood. The choice of constant wall temperature

reflects the limited boundary conditions presently available in COYOTE. While

, the energy boundary conditionsare not appropriatefor simulating hood wall

temperatures,they seem adequate for examiningthe flow and combustionof the

off-gases in the hood.

The three flows simulatedare transient_compressible,laminar and

reactive. All simulationsapply ignitionnear the entrance point of the off-
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Air Intake
(specified inflow,
0.14 m din, pipe)

/ ,
I Exhaust (specified

-._ pressure at outflow,

.212 m O.D. annulus)
I - ii BillI I I i ii I I I III !

I Axis of _ "-_
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specified temperature I

I Off-gas Inflow (specified boundaries ._ Ii
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Figure11. Schematicof the base problemfor the threeanimationsrecordedon
videocassette.The problemis an axisymmetriclargescaleISV confinement
hoodwith off-gasesenteringFrom a localizedregionand concentricsupplyand
exhaustportslocatedat the top center.
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. gases. The off-gases consist of 50%H_ and 50% CO by mole fraction. The

chemical reactions considered are the following

H2+0,502 - H20 (55)

CO +0.50 2 - CO2 (56)

The boundary temperatures for the combustion case are set to 2000K while the

off-gases are set to IO00K at the inflow point. The pressure of the exhaust

port is held at one atmosphere for all cases. The influx of off-gases is

based on an ISV engineering design study lz and is given as 416 SCFMfor each

case. The three cases correspond to three values used for the inlet air flow

required for the complete combustion of the off-gases. They are

Case I' I000 CFM(at i atm and 30OK)

' Case 2' 3000 CFM(at i atm and 30OK)
I,

Case 3" 8000 CFM(at I atm and 30OK).

Tile conclusions drawn from this study are the following'

l Combustion occurs along the melt surface,

2. The air inflow forms a recirculating zone between the off-gas inlet and

the hood wall,

3. Complete combustion occurs in each case, and

, 4. Different hood geometries and configurations must be tested for

different conditions to find optimal or suitable designs.
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I'

6. CONCLUSIONS

The model equationsthat representthe mass, momentum and energy

transfer and chemicalreactions in a reactingfluid flow have been presented.

The methods used in numericallydiscretizingthe differentialmodel equations

as they are employed in the COYOTE reacting flow code are detailed. Ine

solutionmethod called ICE that is used in COYOTE is outlined. Finally,the

results of five test problems and one sample ISV hood problemare reported.

The conclusionsreachedregardingthe test problemsare"

I. the COYOTE code has successfullybeen ported to the INEL CRAY XMP,

2. the axial momentumdiffusion,the axial and radialconvectionand

pressuregradientterms, the energydiffusionand the chemical

kinetic.,,odelare correctlyprogrammedinto the code, and

3. COYOTE meets the requirementsthat have been identifiedso far, ,

except for modeling of the explosionpotential,for simulatingflow

and combustionin the ISV confinementhood.

In view of the above conclusionsand since a number of enhancementshave

been made to the versionof COYOTE that was acquiredby the INEL for use for

ISV analysis,it will be known l_enceforthas COYOTE-ISV.
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